Functional near infrared spectroscopy in novice and expert surgeons--a manifold embedding approach.
Monitoring expertise development in surgery is likely to benefit from evaluations of cortical brain function. Brain behaviour is dynamic and nonlinear. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the application of a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique to enhance visualisation of multidimensional functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) data. Manifold embedding is applied to prefrontal haemodynamic signals obtained during a surgical knot tying task from a group of 62 healthy subjects with varying surgical expertise. The proposed method makes no assumption about the functionality of the data set and is shown to be capable of recovering the intrinsic low dimensional structure of in vivo brain data. After manifold embedding, Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is used to quantify different patterns of cortical behaviour associated with surgical expertise and analyse the degree of inter-hemispheric channel pair symmetry.